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ACADEMIC PROCESSION
C. Michael McCallum, University Marshal
Deans, Students and Faculties of the University 
(In Order of School’s Founding)
Thomas W. Krise
College of the Pacific — 1851
C. Brigid Welch
Library — 1851
Giulio M. Ongaro
Conservatory of Music — 1878
Patrick J. Ferrillo Jr. 
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry — 1896
Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker
Pacific McGeorge School of Law — 1924
Lynn G. Beck
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education — 1924 
Phillip R. Oppenheimer
Thomas J. Long School of  
Pharmacy and Health Sciences — 1955 
Jin K. Gong
Research and Graduate Studies — 1956
Ravi K. Jain
School of Engineering and Computer Science — 1958 
Lewis R. Gale
Eberhardt School of Business — 1977
Cynthia Wagner Weick
School of International Studies — 1987
Joanna Royce-Davis
Dean of Students
Emeriti Faculty
Order of Pacific Recipients
Carol Ann Hackley
Patrick R. Jones
Larry Spreer
Distinguished Faculty Award Recipient
John R. Knight
Professor of Finance and Real Estate, Eberhardt School of Business
Outstanding Student Leader Award Recipients
Elisa Asato
Hunter Tanous
Academic Officers
Robert J. Alexander 
Associate Provost for Enrollment
Jin K. Gong 
Associate Provost for  
Research and Collaborative Programs
Barbara L. Shaw 
Associate Provost for  
Professional and Continuing Education
Berit Gundersen 
Assistant Provost for  
Curriculum, Administration and Special Programs 
Interim Director of International Programs and Services
Jace Hargis 
Assistant Provost for  
Faculty Development and  
Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning
Arturo E. Ocampo 
Assistant Provost for Diversity
Members of the Presidential Party
Lydia Mae Johnson, Student Commencement Speaker 
Brandie Joeson Spencer, Student Commencement Speaker
Norman E. Allen ’88, ’94, Senior Vice President,  
Pacific Alumni Association
Dyan Hollenhorst, Chaplain,  
Newman Catholic Community
Mary Lou Lackey, Vice President and  
Secretary to the Board of Regents
Elizabeth Griego, Vice President for Student Life
Ted Leland, Vice President for External Relations
Patrick D. Cavanaugh, Vice President for Business and Finance
Christopher M. Johnston, Vice President for Development
Maria G. Pallavicini, Provost
Members of the Board of Regents
Thomas Zuckerman, Chair, Board of Regents
Vicente Fox, Honorary Degree Recipient
Pamela A. Eibeck, President
Susan C. Giráldez, Chair, Academic Council, Mace Bearer
Class of 1961
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PROGRAM
Provost Maria G. Pallavicini, Presiding
Prelude  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Pacific Concert Band
 Eric Hammer 
 Conductor
Announcer .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Gary Armagnac
 Associate Professor
College/Schools Processional   .   .   .   .   Pacific Concert Band
Platform Party Processional    .    .    .    .    Pacific Concert Band
Class of 1961 Processional  .   .   .   Edward W. LeBaron Jr. ’50
Invocation  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Dyan Hollenhorst
 Chaplain, 
 Newman Catholic Community
National Anthem .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Bethany Mamola ’11
“The Star-Spangled Banner” 
Francis Scott Key
Welcome   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Maria G. Pallavicini
 Provost
Outstanding Student Leader Award  .   .   .   . Elizabeth Griego
 Vice President, Student Life
Student Commencement Speakers    .    .    .  Lydia Mae Johnson
 Brandie Joeson Spencer
Conferring of the  
Distinguished Faculty Award  .   .   .   .   .   Pamela A. Eibeck
 President
Conferring of the Order of Pacific    .    .    .    .  President Eibeck
Introduction of  
Honorary Degree Candidate   .   .   .   . José M. Hernandez ’85 
 Regent
Conferring of the Honorary Degree  .   .   .   . President Eibeck
 Thomas Zuckerman 
 Chair, Board of Regents
Remarks    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Vicente Fox
Musical Selection .   .   .   .   .   Brubeck Institute Jazz Quintet
“Blue Rondo a la Turk” 
Dave Brubeck
Conferring of Degrees   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    . President Eibeck
Alumni Induction    .   .   .   .   .   . Norman E. Allen ’88, ’94
 Senior Vice President, 
 Pacific Alumni Association
Closing Comments  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  President Eibeck
Pacific’s Alma Mater .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  Theresa Waters ’11
 Pacific Singers
 Edward Cetto 
 Director
“Pacific Hail!” 
Lois Warner Winston ’23, ’58,  
arr. Edward Cetto
Benediction    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Chaplain Hollenhorst
Recessional .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Pacific Concert Band
Platform Party, Graduates and Faculty will recess.
Complimentary snacks are available at the hospitality tent  
across from Alex G. Spanos Center.
Graduates participating in 1 pm Diploma and Hooding 
Ceremonies, please proceed directly to your ceremony location.  
Locations and times of all other Diploma and Hooding 
Ceremonies are indicated on the campus map on the  
inside back cover. 
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HONORARY DEGREE
Vicente Fox 
Doctor of Laws, honoris causa
 
Vicente Fox served as President of Mexico from 2000 to 2006. 
The first candidate from an opposition party to be elected 
president since 1920, he garnered 42 percent of the vote. 
This marked the first time the then-dominant Institutional 
Revolutionary Party lost a presidential election. 
Under President Fox’s leadership, Mexico experienced a period 
of fundamental economic strength and stability. Elected on 
the promise of democratic reform, he improved governmental 
transparency. He established a government of broad national 
representation dedicated to the needs of the people. He increased 
the supply of affordable housing, made health care more equitable,  
expanded anti-poverty programs and calmed civil unrest in 
Chiapas. Internationally, President Fox increased cooperation 
between Mexico and the United States, and between Mexico 
and the countries of Central America. He also added Mexican 
support to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.
His political career began in 1988 in the Mexican Congress.  
In 1995 he was elected Governor of his home state of Guanajuato 
by an overwhelming majority of two votes to one. Under 
President Fox’s leadership, from 1995 to 1999, Guanajuato 
became the fifth most important Mexican state economy and,  
in certain productive sectors, even surpassed the national 
average. As Governor, he also initiated government support for 
micro-credit programs and championed small business.
President Fox studied Business Administration at the Universidad 
Iberoamericana. He then received a Top Management Diploma 
from the Harvard Business School in the United States. He rose  
in the Coca-Cola Company from a route supervisor to the 
president of the company for Mexico and Latin America. As 
an executive with Coca-Cola, President Fox worked diligently 
to implement the value of corporate social responsibility in the 
company. President Fox’s upbringing on a ranch in Guanajuato 
taught him to value the loyalty of everyday people, and to 
appreciate Mexico’s enormous potential to become one of the 
world’s leading nations. He said, “I fully understand the value of 
opportunities. I grew up on an ejido with peasant children and 
the only difference between myself and my childhood friends 
lies in the opportunities I received.”
Since leaving office, President Fox has been actively involved  
in public speaking and in the development of Centro Fox,  
a center for the advancement and study of democracy. Centro 
Fox encourages a sense of commitment and solidarity among 
the Mexican population for the underprivileged and those who 
have not enjoyed the benefits of development. It is the first 
presidential library and research center in Mexico. 
President Fox has been awarded the Democracy Award  
from the National Endowment for Democracy (2001),  
the Champion of Justice award by the National Association 
of Criminal Defense Lawyers (2003), and the Institute of 
the Americas Award for Democracy and Peace (2007). In his 
book, “Revolution of Hope: The Life, Faith and Dreams of a 
Mexican President,” released in October 2007, President Fox 
outlines a new vision of hope for the future of the Americas, 
promoting economic integration and a global worldview.
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UNIVERSITY  
AWARDS
Distinguished Faculty Award Recipient
John R. Knight 
Professor of Finance and Real Estate 
Eberhardt School of Business
Eberhardt Teacher/Scholar Award Recipients
Roshanak Rahimian
Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology  
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
John G. Sprankling
Distinguished Professor and Scholar  
Pacific McGeorge School of Law
Order of Pacific Recipients
Carol Ann Hackley  
Professor of Communication 
College of the Pacific  
26 Years of Service 
Patrick R. Jones  
Professor of Chemistry 
College of the Pacific  
37 Years of Service
Larry Spreer  
Professor of Chemistry 
College of the Pacific 
41 Years of Service
University Scholar/Teacher  
of the Year Award —  
General Board of Higher Education and  
Ministry of The United Methodist Church
Myo-Kyoung Kim 
Associate Professor of Pharmacy Practice  
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
2011 Faith Davies  
All-University Leadership Awards
Outstanding Student Leader Award
Elisa Asato
Hunter Tanous
Jesse Marks Co-Curricular Award
Brandie Joeson Spencer
Student Organization of the Year
Council of University Social Entrepreneurs
Outstanding Student Organization Advisor Award
Carol Ann Hackley
Dochterman Outstanding Junior Scholarship
Stephanie Jensen
Elizabeth Youngberg
Anderson Y Community Service Award
Delta Phi Epsilon
Pacific Fund Philanthropy Award
Make-A-Wish
Pacific Tiger Award
Alpha Phi
Podesto Award
Linda E. Carter
Professor of Law 
Pacific McGeorge School of Law
Randall Enlow
Associate Professor of Theatre Arts 
College of the Pacific
Holly Trexler
Associate Director  
Athletics
Karen DeRosa Outstanding Graduate  
Student Leader Award
Fiona Nicole Kelly
Commencement 2011 1110 University of the Pacific
CLASS OF 2011
University College
Bachelor of Science
George Carpenter*
Lynn Finch*
Laura J. Hatschek***
Mariam Khan*
Ron Tacan*
College of the Pacific
Bachelor of Science
Michael Thomas Abram***
Juan Manuel Abundes
Caroline Marie Aguirre
Hamzah Tareq Alkordy
Mariam Canton Al-Sayegh
Jhoanna A. Amigable
PatrickHenry M. Batoon
David Nolan Benefield
Sarah H. Brack
Christopher Jason Brown*
Khanh Bui
Kristen Nicole Burns
Nabeel Ahmed Cajee
Joohyun Cha**
Ashley L. Chan*
Christine M. Chan
Stephen Chan
Daniel Jinwoo Chang
Keng-Hao Chang
Elaine Y. Chau
Connie Frances Chen*
Jiahui Kelly Chen
Julie Chia-Chi Chen
Pei Hsin Cheng
Susan Hing Chi
Jung Kyung Cho*
Pyung Cho
Victoria K. Choi*
Michael Isaac Chuang
James Chun
Anna Marlene Clark
Jacqueline Denise Jimenez Cleto
Jyoti Bhaskar Contractor
Luke Ewing Crawford**
Nathan Edward Darland
Christine Do*
Valerie Hoang Du
Brandon Jovan Duncan
Joshua Robert Espejo
Noah Chung Fang**
Theodore Yiu Man Fang
Justin T. Field**
Latina Marie Flores
Christopher Fong
Christine Fu
Catherine Ann Fung
Marc Timothy Giampaoli
Alissa Joy Giel
Leslie-Ann Chua Go
Kimberly Ann Greene
Joelle Kristina Ignacio Guanzon
Maneet Kaur Gulati
Michael Scott Harada
Christine Kuo Ho
Briana Ying Hu
Jacob Brandon Hummel
Ana Maria Ixta
Kamile Jureviciute*
Patrick Kang
Krishna Pravinkumar Kansagra
Kirandeep Kaur
Noshila Khan
Maurissa Paige Kiefer
Charles Kim
Hayoung Kim**
Jiwon Kim*
John Seong Kim
Nikita S. Kuppanda
Samuel Kwon
Victoria Marie Lam
Ricardo Rosina Lazaro III*
Vittoria Ledesma
Edward Jihwan Lee
Michael Lee
Nelson Winchie Lee
Nicholas Everett Leon-Guerrero
Peterson Lim
Albert Lin
Juan Carlos Lopez
Daniel Kee Lu
Casey A. Luu*
Lauren Janice Ma*
Andrew S. McCandless
Kristopher Anthony Mendoza**
Eric Michael Meyer
Robin Marguerite Middleton*
Nabieha Miqbel
Michael Barr Morris
James Edward Mungcal*
Adrienne My-Tram Nguyen
Andrew Tràn La.c  
ThÔng Nguy~ˆen
Charles Nguyen
Kevin Tu Nguyen
Nancy Thuy Nguyen
Sylvester Nguyen
Tam Minh Nguyen
Tina Ngan Nguyen
Benicia Olivia Ortiz*
Randall B. Ouye
Tarun Padmani**
Bonnie Pan
Raymond Par Pandez
Mandeep Pannu
Sarah Arianna Papazian
Archana Navinbhai Patel
Dhir Patel 
Divya Patel
Jalpa Bipin Patel
Maria Pham
Christina Pham-Le
Laura Leticia Ponce
Robert William Quan
Keaton Ann Ray**
Brydan Regehr
Ye Rong
Joseph Bejamin Abillar Rosales
Alana Victoria Saltzberg**
Diana Victoria  
Sanchez Echevarria
Noemi Lucas Santiago
Alexandra J. Schulte
Dhwani Shah
Farah Shaheen*
Dilpreet Singh
Daniel Situ
Jason Michael Smith
Dayoung Song**
Anirudh Srikonda
Carolyn Stark***
Justin M. Stephens
Laura Christine Stewart
Aaron Stubblefield
Youn Joong Suh
Aaron M. Takigawa
Willie Tang
Nam Phuong Tran*
Triet Minh Tran
Carolyn Tran-Math
Albert Vinh Quang Tru’o’ng 
Linda Truong
Jolena LiChu Tsai
Amanda Kimberly Tsoi**
Ilana Vaynshteyn
Charlene Tan Veranunt
Antonio Verduzco
Jasper Jochem Visser*
Shana Vohra*
Jennifer T. Vu
Jun Eon Weaver
Christine Widell
Kali Wong
Stephany C. Wong
Keri René Woodhouse*
Wei Wei Wu
Christine Yah
Chienyen Yang
Ramón Yepez Cervantes
Yeoil Yun
Dale C. T. Zheng
Bachelor of Arts
Rosana Abeyta-Torres*
Ava Juliet Aguayo*
Kylee Ann Ah Choy
Victoria Estefania Almaguer
Winston Cesar Amaro
Rita Amine**
Alexander R. Anderson*
Brian Vincent Antonino
Ehren Michael Babbini
Jenna Lauren Babione***
Dylan Lyle Bacon
Kelsey N. Bauer
Jason Rodney Beall
Ashlee Elizabeth Bellows
Christopher Kim Berg
Richard R. Bergstrom
Cody Berry
*Cum laude       **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
The list of names as it appears in this program includes actual and potential graduates 
for the 2010–2011 academic year. The above “graduation with honors” distinctions 
are contingent upon final grade point average calculations at the completion of all 
relevant degree requirements. The official list of graduates and honors awarded for each 
graduation date of the 2010–2011 year is maintained by the University Registrar.
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*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
Aryan Bimar
Amber Nicole Bishop
Kristen Anne Bloom**
Gregory Blueford
Kailee Mae Bucknum
Camay Bui
Shauna Marie Busby
Marko Zarate Cantero
Crystal Marie Carroll
Sarah Elizabeth Cassese**
Seung Chul Cha
Jennifer Lo Chan
Betty Chew
Elbert Chong
Samuel Lawrence Cogo
Nashay M. Cole
Catherine Ann Collett*
Vanessa Corona
Christopher Harry Corren*
Andy Crete
Kelsey Michelle Dworman
Eliza Christie Dy
Ashley Beth Elefant**
Rahsaan Ellison
Lauren Alysia Elward
Svenja U. Engelhardt
Sara Estrella
Palwasha Etimadi
Patrick Michael Eveland
Jennifer Lynn Fath
Ryan D. Franklin
Joseph H. Frantz
Thomas Jacob Friedman
Emily L. Frost***
Brianna Lynn Gall
Joanne Marie Gallegos
Andres Garcia**
Jessica Lynn Garland**
Sarah Elizabeth George
Reina Gonzales
Martha Silvia Gonzalez*
Sonny Aquino Gotos Jr.
Alexander William Grieb
Nicholas Stephen Griffen
Joseph Gullikson
Silvia Guzmán
Tyler Michael Hannis
Aaron Matthew Hassel
Amber Darlene Hayden**
Todd Jeffrey Hazen
Katie Suzanne Hebert
Lauren Adelaide Heinz
Erika Paige Hermosillo*
David Alfonso Hernandez
David T. Hernandez***
Verenis Socorro  
Hernandez-Sotelo***
Sin Wa Hkyeng
Erica Jeanne Holly
Raymond Seong Hong
Jeffrey W. Hoornaert
Stephen Jeffrey Hu
Victor Inzunza**
William James Carlisle Jarvis
Lubna Javaid
Lukas Page Johnson**
Lydia Mae Johnson**
Jennifer Jones
Jessica L. Jones
Megann Jordan
Chelsea Kelleher**
Caitlin Marie Keskeys**
Shabana Khan
Kwang Hyeon “Jason” Kim
Kyeongseok Kim
Allison King**
Amanda King
Maria Katherine Klingenfuss
Alison Koch
Stephanie Leigh Anne Kong**
Alexandra M. Kutac
Kim La
Ricardo Rosina Lazaro III*
Linh Thanh Le*
Megan E. Lear
Hannah Louise Lee**
Jeremy Lee
Nelson Winchie Lee
Seika Lee
Omar Sevier Lewis
Nolan Will Long**
Jessica Lynn Loper
Melissa Marie Loper
Sarah Ann Lytle
Bethany Grace MacKenzie*
Daisy T. Madariaga
Brittany K. Madigan
Kiki Manti
Christopher C. Marsh
Sarah Lilly Martin
Samantha Hope Mason
Elvira Mata
Hyacille Kay  
Rivera Mayordomo
Elena Julia McDonald-Martyn*
Mason K. McKee
Claire Denise McLeod**
Julio R. Medina
Dayne Arvin  
Achacoso Menardo*
Robyn Mendoza
Sarah Kathleen Miceli
Robin Marguerite Middleton*
Michael Vincent Millette
Joanne Jihong Min
Stephanie W. Mohr
Adrian Doroin Morano
Andrea Six Morris*
John David Muller
Nancy Nguyen
Christina Niccum
James Brian Niley
Bethany Lynn Nollette
Amani Norling***
Marissa S. Obispo*
Nick Ryan Oeser
Jared Parker**
Kiranjit Kaur Parmar
Archana Navinbhai Patel
Clara Payan-Gallagher
Nicholas Ryan Perkins**
Frank Samuel Perry
Karen Khanh Phan
Nalehua Felicia Pitoy
Leora Kristine Pollock***
Laura Leticia Ponce
Genevie-Rose Dantes Porlaris
Holly Christine Purcell
Terence P. Quinn
Kimberly Lynn Rector
Jennifer Marie Reese*
Elizabeth Renee Rhoda
Frances Diedre Richardson
Brendan Michael Rooney
Alexander Michael Ruano
Adrien Angelo Rueda**
Whitney Faye Rule
Chris Sabalbro
Tina Saeteurn
Harshan Singh Samra
John Sayer
David Anthony Scheidt
Valerie Diane Segura**
Paul “Ammocan” Silva
Colleen H. Smith
Katelin Marie Smith
Rachel Marie Smith**
Terrell W. Smith
Dianna June Snyder
Brandie Joeson Spencer
Joseph Patrick Styers**
Sean Michael Sullivan
Taylor Sutton
Andrea Nicole Swanson**
Julia A. Sweeney*
Dara Alberta  
Ka’ohinani Tawarahara
Caroline Marie Taylor*
Alyssa Tejeda
Emilie Marie Matheson Thomas
Melissa Glee Torres
Marie-Clare E. Treseder
Kyle Edward Turner
Brandie Kristina Van Vliet
Annika Ruth Ventura
Megan Kathleen Ventura
Gina Domenique Verrastro**
Terri Lee Videll
Catherine Lien Khanh Vo*
Kelly Irene Volkar***
Erica Walker
Kevin D. Walker Sr.
Katherine M. Warnke
Chun Yu Wei
Harrison C. Westbrook
Savannah Westbrook
Arielle White
Katrina M. Wilborn
Samuel Steven Willard
Nyika Nysanu Kyle  
Vohnnel Williams
Natalie Anne Wong
Steven R. Woods
Nicole Chiemi Yamamoto
Sherry R. Ziegler
Danielle J. Zimpel***
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*Cum laude      **Magna cum laude      ***Summa cum laude
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Camille Ann Brockett
Nathan Jan Eisler
Jonathan Shiloh Gastello
Anne Elizabeth La Freniere
Cindy Lingxin Quan
Anastasya Uskova**
Master of Science
Bradley James Butcher
Padraick Dornbush
Jordan Thomas Freeark
Eric Henry Gnesa
Kristin Dee Heller
Yang Hsia
Felicia Roseanne Jeffery
Sasha Ellen Marie Larsen
Ju Hea Lee
Phoebe-Elyn  
Estrada Montemayor
Ryan John Pacheco
Ajit Shokar
Jiten Sidhu
Raquel Kushi Sugino
Ebony Yvonne Tinsley
Tricia Annette Van Laar
Chris Keith Wakukawa
Master of Arts
Gwendolyn Diane Arafiles
Kaci Lyn Barnes
Taylor F Blackburn
John D. Curley
Anne Creet Eastlick
Timothy Coyne Ernst
Steven Kalani Farias
Patrick James Gannon
Derrick J. Gleason
Zachary Michael Gottlieb
Stephanie Diane Greenlee
Melissa Rene Hutzell
Corin Imai
Jennifer Alisha Jones
Minqian Liang
Mychal A Machado
Damion Ray Martin
Marshall Ian McCauley
Morgan Matthew McSweeney
Andrew James Mintun
Micah Justin Mori
Dana Rae Neudorfer
Adam McGregor Nofflett
Courtney Roullier-Bunz
Noah Benjamin St. Urbain
Tonja Marie Swank
Brian Robert Swensen
Derek Dean Szafranski
Yun Wu
Cristy Michelle Yadon
Doctor of Philosophy, 
Pharmaceutical and  
Chemical Science
Son Xuan Hoang
Zhiguo Li
Sumit Mukherjee
Conservatory of Music
Bachelor of Arts
Michael Thomas Abram***
Christopher Jason Brown*
Andria Cabrera
Justin Alexander Choi
Jorena Marie Verceles de Pedro
Sawyer James Burnett Ennis
Daniel Faughnder
Michael C. Lee
Raymond Philip  
Cerezo Napuli
Elizabeth A. Sanders
Jeremiah Michael Sosa
Andrea Louise Strickland*
Karl Angelo Engaling Udang
Theresa C. Waters
Jacob A. Wynne-Wilson
Bachelor of Music
Ryan Jensen Allmand
Jaclyn Carol Burroughs***
Michiye Irene Cabral
Tyler Benjamin Craig Combs**
Vanessa L. Davies
Kevin James Diggins*
Ross K. Edgar
Kathryn Elise Harpainter*
Austin James Hogan
Samantha May Juneman
Jennifer Leigh Kincaid
Lara Levy
Isaac Slatkin López*
Bethany Grace Mamola
Amanda Marie  
La Tour Martin*
Jason Michael McKenzie
Alex Bryce McLaughlin***
Annalea Milligan
Caleb Orion Moen
Dennis S. Morgan**
Nathan Thomas  
Washburn Quist
Dashiel B. Reed**
Erik Alvarez Urbina
Master of Arts, 
Music Therapy
Kara Christa Benton
Jennifer Mariah Hastings
Courtney McDonald
Karen Ann Moran
Master of Music, 
Music Education
John Edward Cargile
Rachel LeAnne Gallagher
David Michael Tanner
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Arthur A. Dugoni 
School of Dentistry
Bachelor of Science,  
Dental Hygiene
Gina Renee Bacaylan 
Azeem Anjum Bath 
Harleen Kaur Batth 
Naomi Dara Chin 
Janelle Medina Cruz 
Sharon Cruz DeCastro 
Samantha Fong 
Miray Magdi Gendi 
Andrea Renee Hearn 
Kelsie Marie Hensley 
Colleen Gayle Isip 
Jaclynn Marie Inez Jones 
Hira Khan 
Dan Mai 
Marni Renee Heberle 
Kristen E. Mueller 
Joanne Nguyen 
Nhu-Y Thi Nguyen 
Maribel Peña-Ibarra 
Ann Phuong Pham 
Angeline Bravo Tamayo 
Dariya Akbasheva Wright 
Mandi Marie Wright 
Kao Nou Xiong 
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Arash Abolfazlian
Michelle Soojung Ahn
Marwa Alkordy
Jeffrey Michael Ashe
Diana Vartui Babikian
Eric Christopher Baker
Jake Henry Banks
Saoly Xuan Benson
Carsen James Bentley
Timothy Alan Betita
Alissa Devi Bordow
Lisa Annette Buda
Raynato Ernest  
Ocampo Castro Jr.
Fong Yan Diana Chan
Tiffany Y. Chan
Lauren Christine Chapman
Huang Kevin Cheng
Andrew Brian Cheong
Allison Gee Chin
Wendy Chin
James Cheng Pang Chiu
Yong Ho Cho
Alexandra B. Choi
Soo Kyoung Choi
Ryan James Clark
Ryan J. Colletta
Catherine Louise Coppini
Shibani Dalal
Bita Davoodian
Andrew Day
Nikki Dejbod
LisaMarie Di Pasquale
Anna Dneprov
Tricia Ann Gegen-Doukas
Matthew Evan Durschlag
Thomas Lowell Fernandes
Eric H. Frederiksen
Felicia Yelena Frizzell
Jonathan Z. Fung
Stephanie S. Fung
Victoria Furman
Ramiro Ganesh
Pegah Ghassemi Bakhtiari
Daniel A. Hammer
Preston Grant Hansen
Lisa Thi Hoang
Ryan S. Hong
Alina Huang
Preston James Huang
George Da-Chang Hwang
Sophia Dallae Jin
Erin Ann Kane
Anisha Nitin Karnik
Hilari Kazumi  
Kawakami-Wong
Lance Douglas Keyes
Saba S. Khandani
Jesse Gawsuny Kim
Shawn Seonghoon Kim
Joseph Maurice King
Joyce Lam
Christian Frederik Lassen
Huyen Le
Vu Le
Nancy Anna Mok Lee
Hector Leon
Cathleen Cong Liu
Patrick Wai Ting Lok
Kimberly E. Louie
Nancy Ly
Rachelle Joy de Eyoy 
Magtanong-Madrid
Sue Min Mak
Sirish Makan
Cal Ferrari Martin
Freddie Martinez
Donald Wayne McAdams
Laurie Katharine McCullough
Rouhina Mehregan
Victor A. Mercado
Moemen Metwally
John Fairbanks Miller
Karan Nitin Mody
Stephanie Mariko Moniz
Joseph William Moss
John Mina Nakhla
Huong Angela Nguyen
John Nguyen
Quy Lam Phuoc Nguyen
Morgan Diana Nordstrom
Connie Oh
Jack Charles Ohanesian
Matthew Stephen Packard
Angelikki A. Pagonis
Parin Avinash Patel
Sachin M. Patel
Sarah Sao Mai Pham
Mark Gregory Phillipe
Michael Anthony Piccione
Amanda Marie Pinder
Jonathan Wait-Kit Po
Ehsan Pourshirazi
A. Jordan Priestley
Jason Chandler Primavera
Ross Jeffrey Pulver
Nikou Rahbar
Lauren Yasuda Rainey
Tisha Chandni Rekhi
Omeed Adam Rezaie
Radley Beau Robins
Jacob Herbert Rogers
Eryn A. Rose
Bertrand Aaron Rouleau
Clio Samia-Lindenauer
Yasamin Sariaslani
Scott David Schapansky
Ashley Catherine Schwark
Priyal N. Shah
Alan Burrell Shaw
Jianxiong Shen
Kirti K. Sohal
Jeffrey Ryan Spillers
Zachary Edwards Streit
Scott Glenn Sutter
Fara T. Afshar
Jonathan E. Tarleton
Nina Mayo Tecson
Vikram Raj Tiku
Patricia Ibarra Torres-Molina
Leslie C. Toy
Michelle Tran
Thuy Tran
Michael P. Travis
Purvi Shailesh Vakil
John Van
Andrew James Van Sicklen
Diane Vo
Frances Wang
Jennifer Chai Wu
Chrishell Diane Yates
Sophia C. Yi
Karim M. Zaklama
Note: Honors designations for students in Arthur A. Dugoni School 
of Dentistry were not available at the time of printing.
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Doctor of Dental Surgery, 
International Dental Studies
Mohammad Faizan Ali
Masooma Mahmood Cheema
Meenakshi Dewan
Kunal Karan
Jigna Kashyap Khetani
Naira Tariq Kraipak
Prerna S. Kultham
Catherine Alattica Legaspi 
Nazish Mir
Veronica Montgomery
Sireesha R. Moola
Krishna Neelagiri
Fabiola I.  
Palacios-Barrionuevo
Priya Prasannakumar
Navneet Sahota
Shinil Thomas
Michael E. Tiplea
Certificate of Completion, 
Advanced Education in 
General Dentistry
Fawaz Alzoubi 
Juin-Yeh Janice Chou 
Paulina Del Rio Decoteau 
Catherine Goeke Meister  
Alice Y. Huang  
Michael Joesting 
Anupama Krishnamurthy
Christina Nicole Lee 
Nazak Noorian 
Kevin T. Paige 
Puneet Sandhu  
Aleksandr Tarasov
Master of Science in Dentistry, 
Orthodontics
Nicholas Bradford Bauter 
Justin Scott Cooper
Maybelle Tukay Gomez 
Justin Parkes Hannon 
Stephanie Ann Theresa Hannon 
David Hwimin Lee 
Dong Heon Oh 
Marta Marie Parisek
Certificate of Completion, 
Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery Residency Program
Shama Currimbhoy 
James Michino
Tyler Evans Nelson
Pacific McGeorge  
School of Law
Master of Laws,  
Transnational Business Practice 
Saud Abdullah Al-Roweilly
Siu Kuen Chan
Gaetano D’Alessandro
Xin Dong
Bernard Frederico Galiciani
Janine Leia Highiet
Michaela Linder
Malgorzata Patrycja Moszoro
Enahoro Odion Ugbesia
Haykanush Parsamyan
Anton Viktorovich Petrov
Thomas John Preston III
Jagadish Babu Shrestha
Bing Wang
Diana Wunderlich
Ying Xu
Rui Zhang
Master of Laws,  
Public Law and Policy 
Samir I. Alazawi
Danielle Nicole Brown
Violeta Ebert
Gagandeep Kaur Grewal
Lucia Levitt
Lawrence Manzi
Catalina Serbu
Master of Laws,  
Experiential Law Teaching 
Tetiana Shamrai
Sviatoslav Tkachuk
Weiquan Yu
Juris Doctor
Yekaterina Abarbarchuk
Deirdre Elizabeth Abele
Stephanie Maria Alamo-Latif
Eric J. Alcantara
Michael Stanley Alfano
Amir Kousay Al-Kourainy
Amanda Louise Allen
Diana Alvarado
Ryan Thomas Alves
Audreyell Alicia Anderson
Joanna Theresa Armstrong
Marcus J. Arneson
Jessica Nadine Asfour
Joseph Nathaniel Atkin
Sergio Avila
Fareena Siddiqui Azhar
Adriana Zoe Badilas
Anthony Thomas Balestreri
Dustin Cody Bankston
James Augustus Banyai
Amanda Danielle Berger
Ryan Christopher Bernardo
Anup Sridhar Bharadwaj
Joshua Andrew Birdsill
Christofer Harlan Blehm
Jocelyn Nerrie Blinn
Peter John Borruso
Kim Martin Bowman Jr.
Adam M. Box
Kent L. Bradbury
Eric Robert Brenneman
Marilee Breternitz
Travis Alan Brooks
Joshua Eugene Brown
Anna Kristine Lewis Buck
Leighton A. Burrey
Ryan James Burris
Amy Elizabeth Byrne
Joy Gisele Cadiz
Lauren Vithen Caldwell
David E. Cameron
Leanne R. Carroll
Trevor Edward Carson
Anne M. Caruana
Adam D. Cate
Michelle A. Cavalari
Nicholas Timothy Chan
Corinna Michelle  
White Charlton
Note: Honors designations for students in Arthur A. Dugoni School 
of Dentistry were not available at the time of printing.
Note: Honors designations for students in Pacific McGeorge School 
of Law were not available at the time of printing.
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Sara Kristine Chebahtah
Sarang Chehrazi
Sarah Ann Chesteen
Rebecca Myung Hui Choi
Justin Woo Jae Chong
Ming-Wei Chou
Sydne Nieves Jones Christensen
Caitlin Urie Christian
Catherine Ru Chyi
Garrett Murphy Civian
Michael Kingdon Claiborne
Paloma Alegre Clark
Diane Emily Coderniz
James Ryan Cogdill
Krystal L. Collins
Maria Conner
Carmen-Nicole Cox
Ryan P. Coyne
Ryan James Cronin-Prather
Skylar Mackenzie Curtis
Robert Isaac Curtis
Lauren Meredith Davis
Matthew Paul De Moura
Justin Christopher Delacruz
Sandee Jill D’Elia
Daniel Pratt DiCecco
Kathleen Mary Donelan-Maher
Crystal Renée D’Souza
Andrea Burgat Dupray
Jonathan Amir Durham
Katherine Rebecca Ebert
Corrine Louise Erickson
Michael Ware Erke
Brandon Aram Esraelian
Tyler Hanson Fair
Behrang Ben Fathi
Carl William Fereira
Tatiana Filippova
Matthew William Fleming
Danielle Alexis Flores
Xiyi Fu
Ariel Natalia Gabbert
Kathryn Elisa Gabriele-Stevens
Nathan William Ganong
Jamie Lynn Garrett
Carolyn Lindsey Gemma
Shawn Mathew George
Lance Daniel Gibson
Sami Goel
Aaron C. Goff
Amy Rae Gowan
Brett Evan Gowen
Lora Lee Grevious
Harjit Kaur Grewal
Monica Kaur Grewal
Gantry Chandler Griffin
Charles John Grotewohl
Adam Klare Guernsey
Sharron Elizabeth Guerrieri
Agnes Julia Gyorfi
Christopher Douglas Hallen
Ashley S. Hamidi
Allison Moore Hammons
Stephen Robert Hansen
Christine Diane Harlan
Alex Bill Harold
Jay Michael Harris
Kimberly Ann Harrison
AnnMichelle G. Hart
Raheel Mansoor Hayat
Michael F. Hearn
Max David Hellman
Lauren Brooke Hemman
Kori Valerie Hilton
Ashley Lavon Hines
Nathan Murray Hodges
Sean Patrick Hoffman
Stephanie Wellins Holtz
Hayley Lauren Home
Karen Eiko Horiuchi
Matthew A. Hornbuckle
Sharon Linette Horner
Bahara Bahr Hosseini
Katharine Ann Houle
Jane P. Hu
John Millard Humphrey
Angelique Marlene Huttonhill
Dylan Perry Hyatt
Gregory Michael Hynes
Fatima Naveed Iqbal
Danielle Maureen Iturbe
Christina Faye Jackson
Elizabeth Ann Leet Jackson
Steffanie Lynne Jakovac
Christopher Alexander  
Lane Jessup
Tiffany Monique Johnson
Christina Barbara Johnson
Mahzad Kazempour
Dillon M. Keifer
Crystal Lee Kelly
Steven Taylor Kelly
William Andrew Kelly
Christian Stanley Kelsey
Justin James Keys
Jennifer Michelle Khait
Adison Marcie Kingsley
Asami Jennifer Kishimizu
Lauren Grace Knapp
Kristine Kaili Koo
Matthew Walter Kruse
Marla Alise Kurtz
Peter Min-Su Kyung
Louinda Vosloo Lacey
Mallory Lass
Gina Thanh Le
Jean-Michel LeCointre
Jessica Robyn Lee
Ashley Marie Leslie
Benjamin Joseph Levy
Cindy Ching-Hsin Liu
Zachery A. Lopes
Brian Anthony Lopez
Steve Edgar Lopez
Daniela Natasha López-Garcia
Barbara Lorraine Louie
Chieh Lu
David Anthony Magnan
Nadia Dominique Mahallati
Scott Patrick Mallery
Lisa Hope Mann
Lauren A. Manning
Catherine Ann Mariano
Brandon Phillip Mark
Eric Thomas Martinez
Sandra G. Mathews
April Kathleen Matsinger Flores
Whitney Kirsten McBride
Kristal Alexis McCain
Sandra Anne McCune
Leah Angelina McElhatton
Jennifer Jean McHugh
Nikole Elizabeth McQuillan
Lauren Elizabeth Mehler-Clark
Trevor Jeremy Michels
Andrew Raymond Miller
Christina Vere Miller
Melissa Anne Miranda
Leila Mironova
Katherine A. Mitchell
Michael Thomas Mooney
Jeffrey Daniel Morgan
Christian G. Moro
Gregory Hugh Morrison
Rory James Muldoon
Elyssia Jenna Musolino
David Il Joo Nam
Jeremy Benjamin Namm
Mark A. Narveson
Kenneth Christian Nason
Jessica Marie Neal
Elizabeth Kathryn Newton
Anne Ngoc Nguyen
Sara Lee Nighbor
Catherine Virginia Nystrom
Sean Michael O’Connell
Heather Malinda O’Donley
Daniel J. Ogden
Katherine Anne Oldham
Jason R. Olson
Rosalind D. Olson
Araceli Ontiveros-Venegas
Jeannette Y. Orozco
Tyson Michael Page
Angie Hannali Palmerin
Eric Callaghan Papathakis
Brian Ulysses Perez
Diana L. Perez
Matthew John Pinkerton
John Wesley Powell
Matthew James Prigmore
Danielle Marie Prior
Bryan Richard Pyle
Junliang Qiu
Scott Edward Radcliffe
Stephen Dixon Redd
Andrew R. Redner
Jason Andrew Rifkind
Matthew Benjamin Robinson
Justin Paul Rodriguez
Megan Leigh Rowell
James Paul Sammut
William Gerome Sandbrink
Rajwinder Kaur Sandhu
Jesse Ryan Saucedo
Brian Jared Schall
Colin Michael Scott
Damian Matthew Sebold
Blaire Marie Sederoff
Brian Adam Segal
Monique S. Seguy
Nicole Michelle Shaker
Farid Ahmed Sharaby
Peter Henry Shenkin
Tanya T. Smith
David Snapp
Note: Honors designations for students in Pacific McGeorge School 
of Law were not available at the time of printing.
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Dulce Meejong Song
Sevana Sossikian
Joseph Timothy Speaker
Carrie Christina Stafford
Ashley Alexandra Standfield
Christopher L. Stiles
Shelly Marie Strahle
Justin Douglas Sweeney
Robert Daniel Sweetin
Elizabeth M. Tange
Matthew Christian Taylor
Rachel Ann Taylor
John Murri Thackeray
Kiren Kaur Thiara
Heather Marie Thomas
Alex Evans Thompson
Conness Ann Thompson
Peter Gregory Thyberg
Joseph T. Todoroff
Grant Alexander Toeppen
Charles Tolliver
Kara Ann Tredway
Michael John Tucker
Jasmine Jamille Turner-Bond
Christy Laurel Van Stelle
Matthew Clyde Vance
Rachelle Gail Vande Pol
Bindhu J. Varghese
Eugene Vinitsky
Shaundeep Singh Wahid
Michael J. Waldren
Jamie Lynn Walker
Rebecca Ann Ward
Jessica Ann Warne
Bianca S. Watts
Gregory Paul Wayland
Kylie Amanda Wechsler
Kristin Marie Weigle
Michael Adam Wheable
Rebecca Leigh Whitfield
Vanessa C. Whitnell
Ian N. Whyburn
Natalia Karolina Widocka
Keir James Brubaker Wilkinson
Jaime Michelle Williams
Martin Kenneth Williams
Jesse Daniel Wilson
Robert Wong
Alexander Stonehill Wortham
Edmund Vincent Yan
Ryan Jeffrey Yates
Alexander Joshua Zeesman
Gladys L. Benerd School 
of Education
Bachelor of Arts, 
Liberal Studies
Robyn Michelle Addington***
Audrey Alegre Reitz
Courtney Christine Boettger
Maria Ines Caballero
Elena N. Carlsson***
Michael J. dePolo*
Laura Elizabeth Easton***
Sharon France-Marquis***
Alexandra E. Gass***
Trevor Paul Gatz
Bridget Elena Geck
Alejandra Leticia  
Gutierrez Lopez**
Carissa Gayle Harris***
Kathryne Harris***
Jarett C. Heskett*
Ashley Amber Horn
Jennifer Ingolia*
Amanda Lee*
Michelle K. Low
Sheryl Jeanne Marques***
Bari Lynn Marr
Vanna Om**
Anne Katherine Overgaard**
Maylyn Ratilla Paculba**
Soh Yeon Park
Shanna Carpio Paunon
Meredith Elizabeth Perkins
Lindsey Rose Pierce
Andrea G. Ramirez
Michelle Christine Rutter***
Cheryl M. Sanpei
Alana Nicole Schulman
Heather Lynn Silva
Courtney M. Smith*
Stephanie Marie Solari*
Kelsie Stromberg***
Stefanie L. Vaccarezza
Callie M. Valentine*
Corina Marie Villalobos**
Dina Marie Weaver***
Rebecca Welch*
Kathryn Claire Werner
Master of Education, 
Curriculum and Instruction
Joelle Elizabeth Aud
Elisavet Barajas de Garcia
Desiree Michelle Basua
Arash Scott Behnam
Cynthia Lee Cardenas-Sanchez
Elizabeth Susan Cerepak
Michele H. Christensen
Carol Amelia Dillard
John A. Espana
Andrea Rose Ghiglieri
Angela Gomez
Deanna Marie Hess
Kelly Marie Hess
Roger Hoffmore
Phillip Ching Hon
Erin Kohl
Erin Kathryn Leach
Jared Keith Long
Mary K. Morris
Danielle Marie Neault
Olivia E. O’Bryon
Alma Jean Riego
Stacia Renee Stricker
Carolyn M. Stults
Nga Ngoc Tran
Martha Venegas
Andrea M. Young
Ayesha Zafar
Master of Arts, 
Curriculum and Instruction
Moises Barbosa
Andrew Barratt
David Cabrera
Li Cao
Yan Cao
Jia chun Chen
Yanping Chen
Christina M. Chocha
Daniel Charles Cliburn
Lei Fang
Gjertina K. Ferris
Lucy Garcia
JunYi Gu
Qin Gu
Ye Guo
Lea A. Hartog
Robert G. Hawkins
Sara E. Heaps
Kimberly Rose Hefferon
Darlene Hinojos 
JinLi Huang
Lorin M. King
Weiqian Lin
Jianyong Liu
Junying Liu
Chengjun Ma
Stacy MacDonald
Claudia M. Martinez
Joséluis Ramírez
Lawrence Abdul Rasheed
Soren R. Rosier
Ting Ting Sang
Jun Shi
Danielle Marquerite Sinquefield
Peijuan Sun
Lei Tan
DeeAnna M. Tolentino
DunCai Wu
Qi Xu
QingQing Xu
Baomei Yu
Zhuangxia Zhang
Weiqi Zhao
Master of Arts, 
Educational Administration
Francine Michelle Baird 
Molly Marie Bechtel
Shea Charlene Borges
Cathy Dawn Buljan
Michael Kenneth Bunch
Tessa Marie Elliott Bunch
James Allen Carter Jr.
Michael D. Cowan
Katie Dale Egleston
Christine Helma Fluter
Andrew David Frei
Timothy Sean Gaea
Sheila Louise Gammon
Mostafa Ghous
Shante Celeste Hearst
Jonathan Lucas Hess
Darren Vincent Holman
Jared Timothy Hungerford 
Kate Ann Hutchinson
Tiffany Insley
Stacie Melissa Jenkins
Mary Kathleen Johnson
Fiona Nicole Kelly
Kerry King
Ross Laughton
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Chong Hwa Lee
Michiko Marie Maggi
Aaron Nicolas Mata
Krystal D. Miguel
Terrence A. Riley
René Rodriguez Malamed
Jacob Arthur Sproul
Emily Strandwitz
Edward Preston Taylor
Nathan M. Voyer
Collin Lee Wallace
Sophie Anne Zumout
Master of Arts, 
Educational Psychology
Dianne Charmain J. Castillano
Melissa Lynn Greenberg
Eugenia Page Hill
Emiko Horner
David Edward Looney
Dominique Lena Neely
Alexis Sophie Pham
Greg John Sheehan
Molly Mao Yang
Master of Arts, 
Special Education
Desirree Michelle S. Abshire
Cecilia Abrazado Bangayan 
Monica Diane Barletta 
Cheryl Blanchard
Jessica B Burrone
Dora Altamerano Cabrera
Olga A. Cerna
Kristen E. Clark
Sylvia Elmer
Jesse Ray Flores
Lisa M. Guzman
Javier Joseph Hernandez
Sarah Hopper 
Deborah M. Hunley
Jessica Hurtado
Jeffery Lynn Hutchins
Debra E. Jenny
Regina Angela Lane 
Jennifer Lewis
Maggie Machado
Darren Adam Margie
Anna Marie R. Mestidio
Stacie A. Richerson
Tiffany L. Sailsbery
Ryan L. Saldivar
Wendy Elizabeth Schubert
Sandra Sousa
Frank Ronald Souza
Tabetha K. Swartzer
Educational Specialist, 
School Psychology 
Courtney Laura Cooney
Janette Mendoza Ramirez
Doctor of Education, 
Curriculum and Instruction
Cynthia Christina Coleman
Theresa Annastacia Stovall
Teresa Marie Vail
Doctor of Education, 
Educational Administration
Devin Adair Beasley
Linda Marie Brandts
Linda Marguerite Clauss
Andrew Raymond Fields
Marlon De Shawn Gayle
Timothy Lent Howard
Mylon Jamar Kirksy
Michael Ernest Lorenzen
Nader A. Nadershahi
Gabriela Pitigoi-Aron
Arel-Janeth Ramírez
Rachel Leigh Ann Rich
Deanne Michelle Rivera
Leanne Rae Russell
Scott M. Siegel
Barbara Lynn Silver
George Steve Sziraki Jr.
Douglas A. Young
Doctor of Education, 
Educational Psychology
Karen Odle Ippolito
Doctor of Philosophy, 
Educational Psychology
Mais Khourdaji
Thomas J. Long School 
of Pharmacy and Health 
Sciences
Bachelor of Science, 
Speech-Language Pathology
Nicole Christine Bowers
Nicholaus Brock***
Breanne Nicole Cardoza
Prarthana Chib
Jessica Maria Cordero*
Brittney Bianca Gonzalez
Ashley Monique Hauss
Ashley C. Hollingsworth*
Katelynn Nichole Kelso**
Ranvir Singh Khatkar
Shelami Rose Kirk*
McLeod T. Larsen*
Siobhan Ann Larsen
Lizette Lopez
María Mesones
Husna Mohammadi
Blanca Eden G. Ornelas
Lindsey Marie Perkins**
Deanna Laureen Peterson**
Brittney Nicole Rogers
Jasmeet Samra
Chenee S. A. San Marcos
Rosa Isela Sandoval Rios
Hilary Rose Serota*
Rachel Marie Smith**
Samantha Sachi Teramae**
Nam Tran
Master of Science,  
Speech-Language Pathology
Kasia Janel Alvine
Shirin Ashley Behin
Nicole Janine Bors
Marina Roberta Crain
Megan Minor Daoedsjah
Jennifer Ann French
Norma Gonzalez
Patricia Lee Gosling
Ylicia Marie Hernandez
Haley Murphy Hodgson
Jessica Leigh Johnston
NelLaine Rae Kilgore
Christina M. Luza
Traci Michelle Stahl
Meagan Mim Mack
Lisa Ann Morales
Mona Patel
Sabrina Patel
Hannah Elizabeth Peterson
Christine Piper
Kyle Andrew Renke
Andrea Rachelle Lopez
McKenna Faye Roberts
Gina Marie Rotondo
Diana Torre
Teresa Rene Marshall
Nick Utvich
Jana Deborah Van Marche
Natalie Touron Yokom
Master of Science, 
Pharmaceutical and  
Chemical Science
Vijaysri Nannapaneni
Tianmin Zhang
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Piper Lee Barnes
Amie Teresa Brewer
Monica Marie Carrazco
Josiah David Danielson
Kristin M. Davey
Thaao deOrnelas
Jill Marie Dietmeyer
Phillip Tatsuya Dobashi
Kathryn Danielle Drago
Emily Marie Dupree
Isabel Maria Brasil Dutra
Carl L. Fairburn III
Kristina Marie Gibson
Andrew Braden Hennings
An Kim Le
Erica Renee Lowe
Bridgette Marie Mason
Renee Nicolle Mercado
Sheila Hemant Mistry
Katie Mockler
Travis Kyle Moore
Jennifer Lyn Myers
Kelly Maureen O’Donnell
Nella Heng Tay
Amanda Marie Tryhorn
John Vincent Barut Viernes III
Robinson Baird Wills
Jason Ross Winslow
Karissa Mai Jun Yee
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Doctor of Pharmacy
Andrew Masatoru Abe
Frances May Acasio**
Katie Jung Yoon Ahn
Adenola Akeem Adeyinka Akilo
Nassim Tina Altomeh*
Ross W. Anderson*
Tina Aong**
Francesca My Au
Angela Au Young*
Jenny Au Young
Carly Claire Auch
Jeffrey Steven Barron*
Megan Marie Besinque**
Katrina Antoinette Bichai
Kristina Marie Brenner
Allyson Marie Brooks
Laura Claire Bussard**
Andy Ho-Jing Chan
Catherine W.Y. Chan
Jeffrey Lu-wei Chan
San San Chan **
Pui Yen Karina Chan Liang*
Joan Yu-Hui Chang
Nikki Chang*
William Chappell
Kernvir S. Chauhan
Jennifer Yuh-Jwu Chen
Yvette Elizabeth Cheng
Sin Ka Cheong
Christopher M. Chin
Michele S. Chin***
Wesley Kazuo Ching
Lianne Yukiko Choi
Lauren Chiemi  
Mew-Lin Chong
Larissa Jun Wan Chow**
Terrence Christopher Chow
Timothy Lawrence Chow**
Amy Therese Clark
Samantha Lynn Cua
Sean Lester Ngo Cualoping
Angela Suzanne Damion**
Jennifer Dang
Lawrence Howard Dang
Ly-Na T. Dao
Ariel Renee Davis
Eric Robert Dehner
Janjri Asvinkumar Desai
Kim Minh Diep
Danielle Annette Dixon Willis
Matthew George Dunn
Peter Q. Duong
Jaeho Eom*
Paula Nicolette Perez Erezo*
Eric Fabian
Kennedy Wingken Fan
Jonathan Yee Fat
Jason Kim Fong
Marisa M. Fontanilla
Nicole Marie Franklin
Michael John Freudiger
Blaire Kisaye Fujimoto
Marisa Emi Fukuda**
Wilson Fung Fung
Timothy Santino Gallegos Jr.
Poonam Jiten Gandhi
Rocio Aida Garcia**
Brandice Lynn Goertzen
Dana Gonzalez Quick
Julie Allison Guglielmo*
Jay K. Gunasekara
Sarah Nicole Hale-Byron
Kevin Han
Julie M. Hana
Myrna Marie Hana
Wendy Hang
Candice Marie Hansen
Jaclyn Renee Hara
Lauren Ann Hill***
Dan Ho
Mabel P. Hoi*
Tina Loan Hua
De Nuan Huang
De Suan Huang
Bruce Ming Hui
Holly Ho Yin Hui*
Tesha Marie Huston
Kevin Hwu
Ryan Hyams
Matthew Imanaka
Eddie Isaac*
Heather Mie Isekawa
Shahrzad Jalali-Yazdi
Robin Jeanne Jung
Chad Toshio Kajiwara
Alissa Margaret  
Keoli Kanakaole*
Alex Chun Won Kang
Navjot Kaur
Mia Emiko Kawamura
Andrew Beau Kerby
Robert Michel-Thomas Khoury
Caitlin Ellen Killam
Jay B. Kim
Matthew Addison Klein**
Alden R. Klemm
Kortni Ann Knight**
Jeffrey G. Koeck**
Kimberly Wai Kei Kwan*
Cassie Kin Tze Kwok**
Cam Anh Thi Lam
Coby Ann La Mattina
Katrina Elise Lattimore
Kevin Lau
Christie Julie Le
Quinn Le
Elizabeth Young Hwa Lee
Lois Lee
Rosanna Lee
Tanya Mew Hou Lee
Gordon Maynard Lew
Melissa Pamela Lock
Shauna Marie Lopes
Amber Nicole Lopez***
Sue Lor
Tou Lor
Tony Luu
Phong Mai
Leilani T. Manuel Uganiza
Rami Maria*
Jonathan M. Miano
Janell Dawn Miller
Maika Tadashi Murashige
Nuthana Naidoo*
Sairon Ratan Naidu
Nweni M. Naing
Joey Mitsuo Nakamura
Gordon Kwok Ho Ng
Cat-Minh D. Ngo*
Emily Ngo
Shirley Ngo**
Thien Thao Thi Ngo
Hong Uyen Nguy**
Amy Tuong Nguyen
Huong Cam Nguyen
Kimmai Vu Nguyen
Long Hoa Nguyen*
Lynh C. Nguyen
Vinhyen Thi Nguyen
Nielsen Nim
Rory Catherine Fumiko 
Okasaki Gutierrez**
Gunner John Olsen
Michael Alexander Olsen
Reena D. Patel
Corine Peterson
Tracy Elizabeth Phan*
Richard Lazaro Pigao
Terran Michael Hasbrouck Rice
Seth Rishe***
Kate Aguila Salazar**
Kittiya Joy Sanglimsuwan
Eric Lee Saulsbury***
Jacqueline Nicole Schnee
Emily Elizabeth Schulz*
Matthew James Serna
Nasser Sabri Shehade
Grace Hang Nim Shin
Courtney Katsumi Shishido
Anthony J. Shoan
Andrea Siao
Pritha Singh
Marisa N. Smith
Brenda Wingmei So*
Stavros Michael Stathoudakis
Matthew E. Stephens
Stephanie Jean Sun
Susan Li Ting Sun
Kallen Mitsuo Takeba**
Shannon Keiko Tamura
Nikmala S. Tan
Nicole Keiko Tanabe
Davis Hideharu Tanaka
Jared G. F. Taniguchi
Charlie Thai
Edwin Thomas
Eric Tran
Andrew Quoc-Vu Truong
Jacqueline Thaibinh Truong
Sally Truong
Christopher Tsui
Denise Tsui
Nicholas John Uchida
Allison Yoshiko Uyeno
Nicholas S. Van Groningen
Vanessa Jill Vaupel
Andres Velazquez
Dayne Vivar**
Shirley Vong**
JoHsin Wang
Yumi Watanabe
Kathy Wei
Jordan Wong**
Kimberlee Ann Wong
Scott J. Wong
Simon Wong*
Sonny T. Wong
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Donald Ray Wyatt III
Xuejie Xu
Robert Kin-Hong Yam
Stacey Leanne Yamada
Dawn Mayumi Yara
Tiffany Angela Mei Fong Yee
Edward J. Yen
Anthony Wei-Dod Young
Janeva Michelle Young
Doctor of Philosophy, 
Pharmaceutical and  
Chemical Science
Sujata S. Mudumba
Hassan Shallal
Lauren Michele Wiser
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Bachelor of Science, 
Bioengineering
Pei Hsin Cheng
Annie Cheung
Kyle Allen Barr Glick
Andrew Landgraf
Sylvia T. Le
Royceton Tinley Lee
Niharika R. Mandadi
Nicholas C. Merrier
Fanny Sha Mui
Michael James O’Brien
Sneha Naresh Parmar
Pooja Y. Shah
Kristin Nicole Taylor
James B. Toste
Tyler Van Hensbergen**
Elysa Wadler**
Bachelor of Science,  
Civil Engineering
Kyle Emerson Accornero
Shannon Elizabeth Barcal*
Andria Patricia Ellis
William Francis Grant
René Guillén
Allison Akemi Ichikawa
Matthew James Jessee
Matthew Allen Lemmon*
Noe Refujio Meza
Jeffrey K. Neuenburg
Linh Nguyen
Kelsi Nagisa Oshiro
Audrey Shi-Ching Puah**
Ruben Solis Jr.
Hunter Todd Steers
Courtney Kauapō’ailani Supe**
Jeffrey Sanchez Valeros
Vegerd Veskimägi
Michael Zubrzycki
Bachelor of Science,  
Computer Engineering
Wayne Edison Arnold
C. Ross Bennett*
Nicolas Ryne Fujita
Robert Gregory Galetto***
Todd Andrew Heino*
Samuel Philip Winlock**
Bachelor of Science,  
Electrical Engineering
Ahmed Jaffer AlShammasi
Joshua S. Benjestorf
Todd Andrew Heino*
Duxing Mou*
Kyle Perez Pace
Rigel Pernada Taylan
Joseph Ginta Turner*
Samuel Philip Winlock**
Lor Yang
Nathan Edward Yee
Bachelor of Science,  
Engineering Management
Mohammed Abdullah 
Alshehri
Mutasimbllah N. Aljawharji
Wayne Edison Arnold
Dustin Dinh
Mohammed Inani
Michael Charles Derr Lewis
Jennifer C. Loi*
Julio Cesar Luna
Kiet Luong**
Tory Umberto Passalacqua
Stuart Daniel Pollock
Joshua Paul Thomas
Rebecca Ismaela Torres
Bachelor of Science,  
Engineering Physics
Robert Nevin Arriaga**
Juan Garcia
Erin Rebecca Hardy**
Bachelor of Science, 
Mechanical Engineering
Robert D. Berry
Steven Cai
Robert Andrew Camfield
Connor Mark Halberg
Miguel Angel Hernandez
Robert Joseph LaDuca
Bradley Scott Roan
Carl Albert Weinstein*
Bachelor of Science
Aparna Adlakha
Thamer Rashed AlHajri
C. Ross Bennett*
Sharon Nicole Chávez*
Stephanie R. Choate**
Richard Wayne Cookerly III
Bryan Crain
Daniel J. Fedor-Thurman
Douglas Glenn Frisbie**
Tony Hoeurn
Elysha Rachael Mayer**
Garret Barton Miramontes
Travis W. Moy*
Parker D. Ruhstaller
Harpreet Singh Bola
Huaguang Song*
Chad Robert Strawinski
Prakash Bimal Surya**
Michael Wing Hoon Yasutake
Master of Science in 
Engineering Science
Jordan Keith Baldwin
C. Ross Bennett
Delicia Heidy Borja
Steven Andrew Carrick
Michael Patrick Catania
Franklin Domingo Corpuz
James Edwards
Nicholas Brian Gillett
Michelle Hawley
Feliciano Leon
Brett Eugene Little
Randolph Noriega
Christina Marie Ramirez
Cameron David Ross
Jeffrey Curtis Rubino
Nicholas James Rummel
Alberto Giovanny Sanchez
Christopher Mark Stanton
Ashley Stubblefield
Luis Manuel Torres
Josephine Maily Trinh
Matthew John Varni
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Eberhardt  
School of Business
Bachelor of Science,  
Business Administration
Melanie Aceves**
Chyanne Noelani Alejado
Pedro Aquino
Kirstie Nicole Arnaiz
Elisa Mei Asato
Alexandra Ariana Baddeley
Justin David Baum**
Thomas Berolzheimer*
Alex Michael Betlinski
Anthony John Bonatto*
Timothy James Bordeaux
Audrey Louise Brand
Jessica Lynn Buck***
Donald Neil Bykerk II
Vanessa Marie Cantu
Christina Chan
Lyann P. L. Chun
Vanessa Lee Connolly
Austin K. DeLong
Patrick John Dean
Gabriel Paul DeAnda
Brian Delgado
Renan Lisi Delsin*
Christopher C. Dimas
Christine Yoon Dixon
Megan Anne Dwyer
Janet Estrada
Grace Johanna Fernandez
Jordan Luzadas Ferrer*
Shannon Marie Ferrero
Brett-Riley Toshio Fujita*
John Malcolm Fuller III
Juan Alejandro Fung Chang
Jennifer Renee Gee
Caitlin Nicole Gilliam
Florian Alexander Gornik**
Keita Goshima
Stephanie Anne Goss
Alexander L. Grenier
Jeffrey S. Groom
Robert Joseph Guarisco
Lori Lynn Guerrero
Nilesh Kumar Gupta
Ryan Christopher Hanyak***
Lindsey Blaine Heller
Charles Hindsley
Arthur Eric Holtz**
Karen Lanelle Hovey**
Brian John Hutchinson*
Kaitlyn Ikehara***
Philip Scott Johnson II
Alex Johnson*
Nicholas Hagop Kalfayan
Bushra Khan
David Khoonsirivong
Rachana Kalidas Kode
Patrick Matthew Kucich
Anwaar I. Lacy
Bayhaan Farad Lakdawala
Hector Lam, Jr.
Russell Manners Lamy
Yasmin Irphany Lee***
Hua Fu Liang***
Lyna Lim
Gabriel Alexander Lopez
Ko’olinalani Tamali’i Lua
Baird Kainoa Lusk
Dominic Marquez
David Hayes Martens
Michele M. Martin***
Caleb Dee Mayfield***
Parker Joseph McAndrews
Meara Ann Ormsby McCarthy
Justin McCreery
Maria Isabel Meza*
Vincent Michael Miranda
Daniel J. Montaño
Shannon Rachel Moore
Jose Morales
Robin Josephine Mulligan
Henry Nguyen
Nam Thanh Nguyen
Megan S. Padilla
Verenice Paredes Centeno
Dipen Kiran Pattni
Megan Pedersen
Amanda Lynn Perceval
Kelly Perkins
Adela Petrlova
Cam Pham
Jeanne Phung
Daniel H. Platow
Shari Michelle Reed
Robert Scott Richardson II*
Tenzin Owen Rose
Grace Geraldine Rusch**
Jillian Leann Satterthwaite*
Nicolaas Norman Take Schenk
Anna Elise Schomer
Lauren Elizabeth Short
Tyler R. Stetson
Marie Celina  
Cuenca-Dalton Suntag*
Rachera Sherri Swan
Fei Fei Tang*
Mitchell Paul Taylor
Patrick Eugene Ting
Lawrence Lee Troxler III
Phia Vang
Michael Quon-Yiu Wan
Bonnie Elizabeth Wheeler**
Jenifer Boediarto Widjaja**
Sean Yuen Wong
Thomas P. Woodward
Justin Shigeru Yabumoto
Aya Yamada**
Ariel Yehuda Yohros Bettsak
Sajjad Younus
Master of Business 
Administration
Weston Chan
Chheang Chhean Chhor
Ashley Marie Coleman
Eric M. Escoto
Jonathan Brian Fong
Raj Mitan Gandhi
Ang Gao
Carl Hsiao
Aike Huang
Corey Han Liu
Ying Liu
Melissa Gayle McGhee
Christine Kim Nguyen
Diana Ni
Mahan Harsad Patel
Sean Michael Pippin
Nathanael Adley Pratt
Stephen D. Quinn
Manpreet Singh Randhawa
Moritz Starke
Joseph T. Todoroff II
Charles Christopher Weber
Kuang Ye
Xinting Zhen
School of  
International Studies
Bachelor of Arts
David Philip Allen**
Andrew Bryan Basham*
Kaitlin M. Bella
Christopher Thomas Benton
Devon Moore Blount
Emma Tully Cohen
Lorna A. Crenshaw*
Elizabeth Ann Croisetiere
Lauren Alaine DeValle
Michael Dux
Caroline Marie Fantozzi**
Jessica Lynn Garland**
Olga Gumenyuk
Gloria Grazin Gunn*
Kimberly Leann Hargrave
Cherish Hong Ignacio
Emily Elizabeth Kaldhusdal
Alexandra M. Kutac
Kristal Louise Leonard***
Perry Alexander Lopez
Alana Beth Pennington
Samantha Jayne Phillips
Joseph Patrick Styers**
Kassandra Harris Talbot
Hunter Tanous*
Margaret Truong
Emily Elizabeth Veeh
Erik J. West*
Evelyn Zucker
Master of Arts,  
Intercultural Relations
Colleen Elizabeth Butler
Tomoko Harpster
Zaneta Janiczak
Mary Frances Jaster
Robert Daniel Leisey
Masa Tasovac
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PROFILE OF PACIFIC
University of the Pacific is an independent, coeducational 
university serving more than 6,000 students on three campuses 
in Stockton, San Francisco and Sacramento. It was established by  
pioneer Methodist ministers in 1851 as California’s first chartered  
institution of higher learning. Pacific has earned widespread 
recognition for its student-centered approach to education,  
its many innovations, and the accomplishments of its 55,000 
living alumni.
As an innovator and leader in higher education, Pacific provided 
the West Coast with its first medical school in 1858 (which  
later became part of Stanford, and today is California Pacific 
Medical Center), its first coeducational campus in 1871, and its 
first conservatory of music in 1878. In the 1960s, Pacific was  
the first university in the nation to offer “cluster colleges.”
It was the nation’s first to offer an undergraduate teacher corps 
program, the first to send an entire class to an overseas campus, 
the first to establish a Spanish-speaking inter-American college, 
and the first to offer a four-year graduation guarantee. With its 
move from San Jose to Stockton in 1924, Pacific became the 
first private four-year university in the Central Valley. 
Shortly after occupying the new campus, Pacific established  
one of California’s earliest schools of education. It was renamed 
the Gladys L. Benerd School of Education in 1992 in honor  
of the alumna’s endowed gift. 
Pacific has enjoyed extraordinary stability in administration. 
Dr. Pamela A. Eibeck began her service in 2009 as the sixth 
President since the University’s move to Stockton in 1924 and 
the 24th since its founding in 1851. The University experienced 
its greatest growth and an expansion into graduate and 
professional education under the administration of Dr. Robert 
Burns (1947–1971). The School of Pharmacy opened in 1955. 
It is now the Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health 
Sciences, in honor of the benefactor and University Regent who, 
with his brother Joseph Long, founded Longs Drugs Stores.  
In 1956 the graduate school was created, and in 1957 the School 
of Engineering was established. Computer Science joined the 
school in 2002, and it was renamed the School of Engineering 
and Computer Science.
In 1962, the College of Physicians and Surgeons, a school of 
dentistry founded in San Francisco in 1896, was acquired by the 
University and became the San Francisco campus. In 2004, the 
school was named the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry in 
honor of its dean of 28 years. It was the first time any university 
in the United States or Canada had named its dental school for 
the current dean. 
A new concept in higher education in the United States found 
expression in the establishment of cluster colleges in the 1960s. 
These colleges adapted the Oxford and Cambridge model to  
an American setting, integrating faculty and students into living 
and learning communities. Raymond College was established 
in 1962, followed by Elbert Covell College in 1963, the first 
bilingual-bicultural college in the country. Callison College, 
established in 1967, focused on non-Western studies with a year 
of study in an Asian culture. The cluster colleges were absorbed 
into the rest of the University in 1982. Their emphasis on global 
education continued in a new School of International Studies, 
the first university-based undergraduate school of international 
studies in California. The learning community concept of  
the cluster colleges was strengthened in College of the Pacific, 
the liberal arts and sciences core of the University, recognized 
for preparing responsible citizen leaders who will contribute  
in lasting ways to careers and communities.
The expansion of graduate and professional education continued 
when McGeorge College of Law, an independent law school 
founded in Sacramento in 1924, merged with the University 
in 1966 as Pacific McGeorge School of Law. In 1977, the 
department of business administration in College of the 
Pacific was reorganized as the School of Business and Public 
Administration. In 1995 it was renamed Eberhardt School of 
Business in honor of the Eberhardt family’s endowed gifts. In 
1985, programs designed specifically for adult re-entry students 
were reorganized and revitalized through University College, 
now the Center for Professional and Continuing Education. 
Over the last twenty years, Pacific has advanced its legacy of 
innovation and leadership. In 1992 the University offered the 
nation’s first “four-year guarantee,” a promise to students that 
they will graduate on time if they meet certain requirements. 
Under the leadership of President Donald DeRosa (1995–2009), 
the University invested in more than $200 million in facilities 
renovation and construction projects on all three campuses. 
Pacific initiated distinctive accelerated programs that enabled 
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students to complete undergraduate studies in combination with 
professional degrees in pharmacy, law, dentistry and business. 
The University intensified its commitment to experiential 
learning, including undergraduate research, internships, 
community service and education abroad. Pacific also launched 
an environmental sustainability initiative and instituted the 
Powell Scholars Program, a premier scholarship program for 
undergraduate student leaders. 
In 1999 jazz legend Dave Brubeck and his wife Iola, both Pacific  
graduates, announced that their papers, recordings and 
memorabilia would be deposited at Pacific for study and research. 
In response to this gift, a treasure of historic American music 
and memorabilia, the University established The Brubeck Institute 
for the study, promotion and performance of American music. 
University of the Pacific began its latest chapter when  
Dr. Pamela A. Eibeck assumed the presidency in July 2009. 
Just one month later, the University and Stockton communities 
gathered on the lawn of the Don and Karen DeRosa University 
Center to celebrate as Regent José Hernandez ’85 launched 
into space aboard the Space Shuttle Discovery. That fall Pacific 
sent all of its incoming students on MOVE — the Mountains, 
Oceans, Valley Experience — an award-winning experience 
designed to welcome new students to the Pacific community 
through participation in experiential learning and service 
projects throughout Northern California. 
After an extensive first-year listening campaign, President Eibeck 
identified seven institutional priorities for the University’s 
future: enhancing the academic enterprise; developing and 
managing resources; strengthening ties between Pacific’s three 
cities; establishing and communicating the University’s core 
identity; enriching diversity and inclusivity; serving community 
through partnerships at the local, national and global levels;  
and expanding international competence as a hallmark of a 
Pacific education. President Eibeck’s listening campaign also  
inspired the Beyond Our Gates community engagement initiative.  
The President convened six forums throughout spring 2010 to 
listen to the community’s needs and goals. The forums covered 
topics crucial for the region: healthcare; the economy; energy 
and the environment; education; diversity; and arts and culture. 
As a result of community feedback, in November 2010 President 
Eibeck proposed a new series of University and community 
partnerships. These include increased communication and 
awareness; keeping the community’s interests in mind as the 
University makes operational and business decisions; continued 
biannual forums about key regional issues; and improving local 
K-12 college readiness. One highlight of the college readiness 
partnership will be The Tomorrow Project, an intensive, multi-year 
engagement with our region’s youth. More information can  
be found at www.beyondourgates.org.
Pacific continues to enjoy national recognition for its  
leadership in higher education. The University has been listed  
as a “Best Value” (Top 50) every year since 2000 and is 
consistently ranked among the top 100 national universities 
in the country. Undergraduate applications have soared from 
approximately 5,300 in 2008 to over 20,000 in 2011. This fall, 
Pacific welcomed the largest freshman class in its history,  
from its most competitive application process to date. The 
University remains committed to its personal, student-centered  
approach. Faculty and staff are dedicated to excellence in teaching. 
Highly interactive student-faculty relations and a broad array  
of co-curricular activities that develop students’ abilities are 
hallmarks of the Pacific experience.
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SCHOOL AND  
COLLEGE BANNERS
School and college banners signifying each of the academic units 
of the University precede a unit’s faculty in the procession  
and are displayed during the ceremony. The color of the banner 
symbolizes the academic discipline.
College of the Pacific — The golden yellow field of this 
banner represents the sciences, while the white letters signify the 
arts and humanities. Founded in 1851, the College of the Pacific 
is the largest and oldest academic unit.
University Library — This banner’s lemon-yellow color 
represents the library sciences. The Library has supported 
teaching, learning and scholarship since Pacific’s founding 
in 1851. It is home to many special collections, including the 
papers of naturalist John Muir and musician Dave Brubeck.
Conservatory of Music — The tradition of representing 
music with the color pink originated at Oxford University. 
Pacific’s Conservatory, established in 1878, is the oldest 
university-affiliated school of music in the West.
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry — The lilac color 
of dentistry forms the field for this banner. Founded in 1896 as 
the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the School became part 
of the University in 1962. It is named in honor of the alumnus 
who served as dean of the school from 1978 to 2006. 
Pacific McGeorge School of Law — Purple, a color 
traditionally associated with royalty and governance, represents 
the law. Named in honor of its founder, Verne Adrian McGeorge, 
the School opened in 1924 and merged with Pacific in 1966.
Gladys L. Benerd School of Education — The light 
blue field signifies disciplines related to education. The School  
is named in honor of the distinguished alumna who bequeathed 
the school with an endowment. It was founded in 1924 when 
the University moved to Stockton.
Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and  
Health Sciences — Pharmacy is represented by olive green, 
a color associated with healing herbs. The School, established 
in 1955, is named for the benefactor and Regent who, with his 
brother Joseph, founded Longs Drugs Stores.
Research and Graduate Studies — Red-orange signifies 
this division, which was established in 1956 as Pacific expanded 
its graduate degree offerings.
School of Engineering and Computer Science —  
This banner’s orange represents the engineering and computer 
science disciplines. Pacific’s School of Engineering and Computer 
Science was founded in 1957 from a department that dates to 
the 1930s.
Eberhardt School of Business — The School’s banner 
features an olive brown field. Founded in 1977, the School  
was renamed in 1995 in honor of the Eberhardt Family’s 
endowed gifts.
School of International Studies — Peacock blue symbolizes 
the field of international studies. The School was established in 
1987 with a gift from George and Isabelle Wilson.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF 
ACADEMIC REGALIA
Distinctive academic dress can be traced back to the  
universities of the Middle Ages when university students and 
faculty wore the robes of the clergy. Today three ranks of 
degrees are distinguished through variations in the robes,  
which also indicate the discipline and the university that 
awarded the degree. 
In the United States, gowns generally are black. The color of 
the edging of the hood and occasionally the color of the facing 
and crossbars on the doctoral gown indicate the field of learning 
in which the degree is awarded. The colors of the lining of the 
hood are those of the institution awarding the degree. Generally, 
bachelor’s and master’s tassels are black, and doctoral tassels are 
gold. After graduation the tassel is worn on the left side of the 
Mortarboard. An individual’s degree is revealed by the type of 
gown and width of the edging on the hood. 
Bachelor’s gowns have full, pointed sleeves with no trimming. 
Hoods have a two-inch edging. Master’s gowns prior to 1960 
had full, closed sleeves with the arm emerging through a slit 
at the elbow. In 1960, the gown was modified replacing the 
elbow slit with an opening at the wrist, and the gown was made 
to close. Hoods have a three-inch edging. Doctor’s gowns are 
of silk, have rounded sleeves, velvet facing down the front and 
three velvet crossbars on each sleeve. Hoods have side panels  
and a five-inch facing.
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE UNIVERSITY MACE
Originally a weapon used in medieval warfare, the mace evolved 
by the 12th century into a symbolic device used on ceremonial 
occasions and borne before monarchs, mayors and parliaments. 
The mace, as an academic symbol, dates back to the 15th century 
at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. The use of maces 
as symbols of academic authority spread to other universities in 
the British Isles and from there to America.
Robert E. Burns, Pacific president from 1946 to 1971, asked 
Stuart Devlin, an internationally-known London silver designer, 
to create University of the Pacific’s mace. It was commissioned 
in recognition of the University’s transition from a college to 
a university and was first used at a Founders Day ceremony 
on March 6, 1966. Constructed entirely of silver with a gold 
plated seal of the University in its head, the mace weighs 15 
pounds and is approximately four feet long. It was a gift from 
Mrs. Winifred Olson Raney, a Regent of the University. The 
mace is displayed at all official University functions, including 
Commencement and Convocation. It is traditionally carried by 
the chair of the Academic Council to symbolize the role of the 
faculty in university governance.
Pacific Hail!
Words and Music by  
Lois Warner Winston ’23, ’58
From o’er the rugged mountains  
standing high;
From out the broad low valleys,  
’neath the sky;
Our alma mater calls, we cannot fail,
Our voices blend in praise, 
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
 
Long may her flaming torch give out its light;
Long may her spirit guide us in the right;
To her we pledge our hearts,  
We dare not fail;
To her we raise our song,
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
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